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The derivation of the Keynes-Ramsey rule in Wälde (1999)
contains two errors. Correcting them affects the expression for
the Keynes-Ramsey rule in (11) but leaves all other findings of the
paper unaffected. It especially does not affect the major finding
of the paper, i.e. the dichotomy in general equilibrium between
a stochastic and a deterministic regime. As a consequence, the
analysis of endogenous business cycles in very tractable models
remains entirely valid.

1 Introduction

The paper ”Optimal Saving under Poisson Uncertainty” by Wälde (1999) es-
tablished several findings. After presenting the economic environment where
uncertainty results from a Poisson process (section 2.1), it derived a house-
hold’s budget constraint (section 2.2) and formulated the Bellman equation
appropriate for the maximization problem of the household (section 2.3).
Section 3 derived first order conditions that determine optimal consumption
levels and an optimal allocation of savings across the risky and riskless invest-
ment form. Section 3 also derived the Keynes-Ramsey rule that determines
optimal evolution of consumption over time. Section 4 put the household
in a general equilibrium setup and showed that corner solution will be ob-
served under standard assumptions: Households either allocate all savings to
the riskless or the risky investment form, depending on relative (expected)
returns.
The present note corrects two errors that were made in deriving the

Keynes-Ramsey rule. These errors occured when using rules for comput-
ing differentials of functions that are not appropriate in a context where the
arguments of the functions follow stochastic processes. The present note
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therefore corrects part of section 3 of Wälde (1999). All other findings of the
paper remain valid (for example the steps made to derive the budget con-
straint, first order conditions and general equilibrium properties), as these
other findings do not depend on the Keynes-Ramsey rule or on how this rule
was derived. The main contribution of the paper, the simple analysis of en-
dogenous business cycles in a general equilibrium context as in e.g. Wälde
(2002) therefore remains valid and useful for future research.
The next section will compute the Keynes-Ramsey rule using the ap-

propriate rules for computing differentials. The main difference lies in the
fact that the evolution of consumption is no longer explicitly computed but
implicitly through a rule that determines the evolution of marginal utility.

2 The Keynes-Ramsey rule

Wälde (1999) studied a household whose wealth a evolves according to

da = (ra+ w − i− e) dt+

µ
i

I
− sa

¶
dq. (5*)

This is equation (5) in the original paper (which also explains the notation)
and therefore marked by an asterisk (*). This household maximizes expected
utility at each point in time t, given by

U (t) = ε

Z ∞

t

e−ρ[τ−t]u (c (τ)) dτ. (6*)

The marginal value of a unit of wealth Va (a, γ) is a function of both assets
a and of the technological level γ. As assets a and the technological level γ
are stochastic, computing the differential of Va (a, γ) requires an appropriate
version of Ito’s Lemma. Hence, one can not write

dVa = Vaada = Vaa [ra+ w − i− e] dt+ Vaa

∙
i

I
− sa

¸
dq, (25*)

where rules for computing differentials were used that apply only if all argu-
ments of Va (.) follow deterministic paths.
Applying the modified, appropriate version of Ito’s Lemma (Wälde, 1999,

appendix 1), the differential of the marginal value reads

dVa (a, γ) = Vaa (a, γ) [ra+ w − i− e] dt+ [Vã (ã, γ + 1)− Va (a, γ)] dq (1)

where
ã =

i

I
+ (1− s) a.
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This was the first error in the derivation of the Keynes-Ramsey rule. It is
important to note that Ito’s Lemma is applied to the partial derivative of the
function V (.) with respect to the first argument. This means that the jump-
term Vã (ã, γ + 1)− Va (a, γ) is a difference between partial derivatives with
respect to first arguments and not a difference between partial derivatives
with respect to a.
With Va ≡ Va (a, γ), Vaa ≡ Vaa (a, γ) and Vã ≡ Vã (ã, γ + 1) and replacing

Vaa [ra+ w − i− e] by

[ρ− r + λ]Va (a)− [1− s]λVã (ã) = Vaa (a) [ra+ w − i− e] , (10*)

we obtain

dVa = [(ρ− r + λ)Va − (1− s)λVã] dt+ [Vã − Va] dq ⇔
dVa
Va

=

∙
ρ− r + λ

∙
1− (1− s)

Vã
Va

¸¸
dt+

∙
Vã
Va
− 1
¸
dq. (2)

Using the first order condition for consumption

u0 (c) p−1 = Va (a) , (8*)

we can express the differential of Va in (2) as

dVa = d
¡
u0 (c) p−1

¢
. (3)

Computing the differential on the right hand side requires assumptions con-
cerning the evolution of consumption c and prices p. Again, we can not use
simple rules for differentials that are valid only for deterministic paths of
c and p, as was done on p. 213 in Wälde (1999), where it implicitly says
d (u0 (c) p−1) = u00 (c) p−1dc− u0 (c) p−2dp. This was the second error.
By the first order condition (8*), consumption became a function of sto-

chastic assets a and of the price p. Assume that the price level p follows a
deterministic process

dp = g (.) pdt,

where g (.) is some exogenously given function. This would be the case e.g.
if p was chosen as numeraire.1 The appendix then shows that applying the
appropriate version of Ito’s Lemma for (3) yields

d
¡
u0 (c) p−1

¢
= u0 (c) dp−1 + p−1du0 (c) = −u0 (c) p−2dp+ p−1du0 (c) . (4)

1The function g (.) would of course be endogenously determined in general equilibrium.
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Inserting (4) into (3) and dividing by (8*) yields

dVa
Va

=
−u0 (c) dp

p2

u0 (c) p−1
+

p−1du0 (c)

u0 (c) p−1
= −dp

p
+

du0 (c)

u0 (c)
(5)

The correct version of the Keynes-Ramsey rule therefore reads with (2)

−du
0 (c)

u0 (c)
=

∙
r − ρ− λ

∙
1− Vã

Va

¸¸
dt

−
∙
Vã
Va
− 1
¸
dq − dp

p

=

∙
r − dp/dt

p
− λ− ρ

¸
dt+ [1− s]λΩdt+ [1− Ω] dq, (6)

where dp/dt exists as we assumed p to be deterministic and where

Ω =
u0 (c (ã)) p

u0 (c (a)) p̃
=

u0 (c (ã))

u0 (c (a))
,

as p̃ = p also because of f4 (.) = 0 and not

−u
00 (c)

u0 (c)
dc =

∙
r − dp/dt

p
− λ− ρ

¸
dt+ [1− s]λΩdt (11*)

−u
00 (c)

u0 (c)
ca

∙
i

I
− sa

¸
dq.

as was written in the original paper.
Interestingly, the Keynes-Ramsey rule (6) describes only the evolution

of marginal utility and not the evolution of consumption. This is also true
for the Keynes-Ramsey rule under uncertainty that is caused by Brownian
motion (Turnovsky, 2000, ch.15.3).2

3 Appendix

We first proof a more general

Theorem 1 Let F = F (x, y) = xy and dx = fx (x, y) dt + gx (x, y) dq and
dy = fy (x, y) dt+ gy (x, y) dq. Then dF = xdy + ydx+ gx (x, y) gy (x, y) dq.

2One might be tempted to apply Ito’s Lemma to du0 (c) and compute this differential.
This would give an expression that contains dc indeed, further terms would however only
complicate matters and reduce insight.
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Proof. RHS: Inserting dx and dy into the right hand side xdy + ydx +
gx (.) gy (.) dq gives

x [fy (.) dt+ gy (.) dq] + y [fx (.) dt+ gx (.) dq] + gx (.) gy (.) dq

= [xfy (.) + yfx (.)] dt+ [xgy (.) + ygx (.) + gx (.) gy (.)] dq.

LHS: By the appropriate version of Ito’s Lemma (Wälde, 1999, appendix 1),
the differential on the left-hand side is given by

dF = [Fxf
x (.) + Fyf

y (.)] dt+ [F (x+ gx (.) , y + gy (.))− F (x, y)] dq.

Inserting F (x, y) = xy yields

dF = [yfx (.) + xfy (.)] dt+ [(x+ gx (.)) (y + gy (.))− xy] dq

= [xfy (.) + yfx (.)] dt+ [xgy (.) + ygx (.) + gx (.) gy (.)] dq.

For our purposes in (4), we use the following

Corollary 2 Let F = F (x, y) = xy and dx = fx (x, y) dt + gx (x, y) dq and
dy = fy (x, y) dt, i.e. gy (x, y) = 0. Then dF = xdy + ydx.

Replacing x by u0 (c) and y by p−1, we obtain (4).
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